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Relevance

SpdRoot is a software package that is capable of 
performing Monte Carlo simulation of events, 
reconstruction, analysis and visualization of events.

It is argued that the reconstruction runs slower than 
expected event processing speeds.
The current issue of this project is to find bottlenecks in 
the source code of the program and further improve the 
processing speed and efficiency of computing 
resources.



Aim of the work

Aim of the work: to find bottlenecks of the event reconstruction process in the 
SpdRoot source code.
Tasks:
For reconstruction functions measure:
● % resources used;
● execution time.

To study the influence of field type on reconstruction speed.



Technology stack



Profiling as a method for finding bottlenecks

Profiling is used to monitor the execution of 
a program to collect data on various aspects 
such as:
● execution time;
● resources used.

The purpose of profiling is to find 
bottlenecks or areas where the program can 
be optimized to improve its efficiency and 
performance.



perf as a tool for analyzing software performance

perf is a profiling tool that is designed for 
Linux-based systems. Advantages:
● simple command line interface
● rich functionality.

To analyze the performance of SpdRoot we 
used such perf commands as:
● perf record 
● perf report
● perf probe



Characteristics in the case of a field of 1/8 of the total size

SpdFieldMap1_8 *MagField = new SpdFieldMap1_8("full_map");
MagField->InitData("field_full1_8.bin");
SpdRegion *reg = MagField->CreateFieldRegion("box");
reg->SetBoxRegion(-330, 330, -330, 330, -386, 386); // 
(X,Y,Z)_(min,max), cm
run->SetField(MagField);



Characteristics in the case of a field of 1/8 of the total size. 
Resources used



SpdRoot functions (27.5%) top CPU users

6.97% genfit::RKTrackRep::RKPropagate - old algorithm (2013) part of 
GENFIT. Extrapolation by Runge-Kutta method, many matrix operations. 
5.60% SpdFieldMap1_8::Approx_0 - function consists of multiplication and 
addition of vectors and matrices.
2.14% SpdFieldMap1_8::FindCell - search for the cell in the field to which the 
point belongs.
1.61% SpdFieldMap1_8::GetField - returns value of the field at the point.
1.52% SpdBoxRegion::IsInside - check if the point is inside the area around the 
point (r,z).



Characteristics in the case of a field of 1/8 of the total size. 
Execution time

Total time = 124,0379 
sec per event
(including perf)



Characteristics in case of constant field

SpdConstField* MagField = new SpdConstField();
MagField->SetField(0., 0., 10.0); //  kG
SpdRegion* reg = 0;
reg = MagField->CreateFieldRegion("tube");
reg->SetTubeRegion(0, 174, -246, 246); // (R,Z)_(min,max), 
cm
run->SetField(MagField);



Characteristics in case of constant field. Resources used



Characteristics in case of constant field. Execution time

Total time = 205,3638 sec
per event (including perf)



Conclusion
● Different types of fields affect the reconstruction speed, but the percentages 

of function running time are quite close in different cases. 
● There are differences in the number of function calls.
● Root - functions take more resources in the case of constant field.

Plans:
● Get more statistics on more events and on other types of magnetic fields.
● Make sure that field parameters affect the reconstruction speed.



Thank you for your attention!


